
Bear Market Panic, Opportunities in Elevated Volatility/Skew 

The recent plunge in global markets has been historic in velocity and the magnitude already approaching one 

of the worst in the history of markets. We have seen volatility rise to historic levels and single-stock skew is 

hitting record levels, so puts are pricing in extremes at the tails (chart below via Goldman Sachs). There has 

been a rush to liquidity where everything is being sold indiscriminately to raise funds. We are hitting a period 

of extremes in terms of oversold, sentiment, and positioning which historically has led to some great 

opportunities. Although I continue to see another 10-15% downside for markets as I have been targeting a 

move back to 2016 levels in the 2030/2100 range, it is time to be preparing via fundamental to research to 

identify some opportunities. We are heading into a recession and the bottoming process and calming of 

volatility tends to take time, 12-18 months on the former, and 3-6 months the latter. 

 

One way to take advantage of current market dynamics is via longer-dated put sales in names one is willing to 

own, so cash-secured put sales. This allows you to define the exact level you are willing to own a stock while 

the goal being for that stock to not be at that level come expiration, and be well above, so you collect the full 

premium, benefitting from both a rebound in shares and a decline in implied volatility.  

I have identified 25 companies that are high quality, have healthy balance sheets, solid growth opportunities, 

and relative attractive valuation to its peer group. With the economy coming to a sudden halt it is very 

important to focus on companies with little debt and strong balance sheets. The names mostly have a more 

modest impact from COVID-19 as well, so I avoided Banks, Energy, and Travel though did include two Retail 

names as that group can quickly normalize with things re-open. As previously noted these names could have 

further downside near-term and patience may be required in order to get even better value out of put sales 

but now is the time to start identifying the opportunities. If not comfortable with put sales, these are names 

one could also look to be buying equity at one-quarter increments. Some key metrics are included below: 



 

I complied this list on 3/18 after the close and unfortunately a number of the names jumped 10-20% on 3/19 

which we tend to see in bear market rallies, but expect further market weakness will cause these names to 

come back lower and IV to rise once again, so I am adding a “Stock Level Trigger” column and estimating the 

price of the puts for those wanting to be more patient. The table below breaks down the contract and also 

worthwhile looking at net credit if construction a portfolio of this strategy. With the example below a cash-

secured portfolio would need $366,700 to cover the max stock assigned while collecting $48,175 in credit.   

 

 


